Abstract
Introduction
The most performed surgical repair procedure for the treatment of chronic ischemic mitral regurgitation (cIMR) is the restrictive annuloplasty alone (RA). 1 However, mechanisms that cause mitral regurgitation (MR) are numerous, such as left ventricle remodeling, displacement of papillary muscles and tethering of the valve with loss of leaflet coaptation. 2 Addressing mitral annulus dilatation alone may not guarantee a durable correction. Also, the left ventricle may be subject to continuous remodeling, hence, replacement may be preferred, particularly in the case of severe cIMR. 3 
Many authors
The value of adding sub-valvular procedures for chronic ischemic mitral regurgitation surgery: a meta-analysis have highlighted benefits in terms of repair durability by adding sub-valvular procedures (SVP) such as papillary muscle relocation (PMR), elevation (PME) or approximation (PMA) and chordal cutting (CC). 4 However, concerns exist in terms of safety since such techniques may increase the operating time. The main aims of this study were to identify whether: 1) SVP may offer reduced recurrence of late cIMR (defined as per MR ⩾2+) when compared with annuloplasty alone; 2) if it is associated with better left ventricle geometry; and 3) if there are any increased operative risk.
Material and Methods

Literature search
The search was performed using PubMed, Ovid, Embase, Medline and Cochrane databases, using MeSH terms 'ischemic mitral regurgitation' , 'restrictive annuloplasty' , 'papillary muscle relocation / approximation / elevation' , 'chordal cutting' . In addition, our search was extended to include the clinicaltrials.gov database and 'grey' literature for further rigor. The 'related articles' function in PubMed was also used to ensure completeness. The last date for this search was 1 st September 2015 ( Figure 1 ).
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All articles reporting outcomes for SVP (experimental group) and RA (control group) were included. Studies were excluded from the review if: (1) Inconsistency of data did not allow valid extraction; (2) duplicated data; (3) if the experimental or control group was robotic intervention and (4) the trial/study was carried out on animal models. Based on these criteria, two assessors (MM, SC) independently selected studies for further examination by title and abstract review. All potentially eligible studies were retrieved in full for further evaluation. Any disagreement was resolved by discussion with a third author (KF, TA). Statistical concordance testing was performed using Cohen's Kappa coefficient to measure of inter-rate agreement.
Data analysis
Two authors (MM, SC) independently extracted the following data from each paper using a predefined protocol, including: first author; year of publication; study type; number of subjects and study population demographics. Specific outcome data was, where possible, for the following: (i) Primary endpoints: late recurrence of cIMR, LVEDD (left ventricular end diastolic diameter), LVESD (left ventricular end systolic diameter), CD (coaptation depth), LVEF (left ventricular ejection fraction), (ii) Secondary endpoints, including: cardiopulmonary bypass time (CPB), cross-clamp time (XCT) early mortality (defined as 30 days or in-hospital mortality) and survival. Meta-analysis was performed in line with recommendations from the Cochrane Collaboration and in accordance with both PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) and MOOSE (Meta-analysis Of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines. 5, 6 The analysis was conducted by use of Review Manager  Version 5.1.7 for Windows (The Cochrane Collaboration, Software Update, Oxford, UK) and STATA v.11 statistical analysis software. Data were analyzed using a weighted DerSimonian-Laird random effects model. Continuous data were investigated using weighted mean difference (WMD) as the summary statistic, reported with 95% confidence intervals (CI). The point estimate of the WMD was considered statistically significant at p<0.05 if the 95% confidence interval did not include the value zero. Categorical variables were analyzed using the odds ratio (OR). An OR of <1 favored the treatment group and the point estimate of the OR is considered statistically significant at the p<0.05 level if the 95% confidence interval does not include the value 1.
Heterogeneity
Inter-study heterogeneity was explored using the Chi 2 statistic, but the I 2 value was calculated to quantify the degree of heterogeneity across studies that could not be attributable to chance alone. When I 2 was more than 50%, significant statistical heterogeneity was considered to be present. Two strategies were used to assess data validity and heterogeneity: (1) analysis of higher quality studies (quality score >13) and sensitivity studies that included patients at high risk for recurrence of MR; (2) Funnel plots to evaluate publication bias.
Quality scoring
Quality assessment of each study was performed by attributing a quality assessment score using a modification of the Newcastle-Ottawa scale 6 that included preoperative echocardiographic findings, clinical baseline characteristics and operative procedures. Studies attaining greater than the median score of 13 (out of a maximum 27) were defined to have 'higher quality matching' . Modified Newcastle-Ottawa scoring criteria are shown in Table 1 .
Studies that included patients at a high risk for failure and late recurrence of cIMR, such as CD >10 mm and TA >2.5cm 2 , were part of the sensitivity analysis.
Risk of bias analysis
A domain-based evaluation of risk of bias was performed in accordance with the guidelines outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions Version 5.1.0. 7 Two authors (MM, SC) subjectively examined all the studies included in this review and assigned a value of 'yes' , 'no' or 'unclear' to the following questions: (i) Was the allocation sequence adequately generated? (ii) Was the allocation adequately concealed? (iii) Was there blinding of participants, personnel and outcome assessors? (iv) Were incomplete outcome data sufficiently assessed? (v) Are reports in the study free of the suggestion of selective outcome reporting? 'Risk of bias' plots were performed using Review Manager ® Version 5.1.7 for Windows.
Results
Our search revealed five studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] fulfilling these inclusion criteria, producing a pooled data set of 1254 patients of whom 228 underwent SVP and 203 underwent RA (Table 2 ). There was 100% concordance between reviewers equating to a Cohen's kappa coefficient of κ = 1.
Two studies were propensity matched, 9,10 two were retrospective observational 8, 12 and one case control. 11 One study 13 did not provide follow-up, hence, it was not included in the quantitative synthesis.
Surgical definitions and operative characteristics
Sub-valvular procedures were defined as adjunctive surgical procedures at the level either of the papillary muscles or the chordae. In order not to increase surgical heterogeneity, posterior leaflets techniques were not included in the analysis. Wakasa 8 achieved papillary muscle approximation (PMA) using the trans-valvular or trans-ventricle approach; the latter was used in the Table 1 . Criteria for quality assessment.
Quality checklist
Selection
(1) Assignment for treatment -any criteria reported? (If yes, 1 star) (2) How representative was the reference group (RA) in comparison to the general population for mitral surgery? (If yes, 1 star; no star if the patients were selected or selection of group was not described) (3) How representative was the reference group (SVP) in comparison to the general population for mitral surgery? (If drawn from the same community as the reference group, 1 star; no star if drawn from a different source or selection of group was not described) Comparability based on echocardiographic characteristics (1 star each) (4) Grade of cIMR; (5) mean tenting area; (6) mean coaptation depth; LVEDD mm; (7) LVESD mm; (8) mean LV ejection function. Comparability based on pre-operative characteristics (1 star each) (8) age; (9) gender; (10) renal function; (11) extracardiac arteriopathy; (12) poor mobility; (13) previous cardiac surgery; (14) chronic lung disease; (15) case of large left ventricle volume (LVEDD⩾65mm) with ischemic scar. 8 Papillary muscle relocation (PMR) was used in the Fattouch 10 and Langer 11 series (RING + STRING). Calafiore 9 carried out chordal cutting (CC) of all second-order chordae while Borger 12 performed CC arising specifically from the infarcted papillary muscles. A moderate to true undersizing technique was used in the ring alone group, 8 whereas, in the SVP group, a truesized ring was generally preferred (Table 2) . A modified Newcastle-Ottawa scale was used to check pre-operative comparability (Table 1) .
Primary outcome
A summary of both primary and secondary endpoints is shown in (Figures 2 a -b / Figures 3a-b / Figure 4) . 
Secondary endpoints
Quality scoring and sensitivity analysis
An implemented version of the Newcastle-Ottawa scale was built. Comparability was calculated, assigning 1 point (star) for each pre-operative echocardiographic characteristic (Grade of cIMR, mean tenting area, mean coaptation depth, LVEDD, LVESD; LVEF), for each EuroSCORE II risk factors and for operative characteristic such as number of distal anastomosis and ring size. Criteria of selection, outcomes assessment and follow-up were also included. The overall quality of the studies is outlined in Table 4 . All of the studies included in this review were considered to be of high quality, scoring above the median of 13 (of 27 points) ( Table 2 ). Three studies that included patients with specific predictors of failure and recurrence of cIMR, such as CD ⩾10 mm and / or TA ⩾2.5 cm 2 were included in a sensitivity analysis ( 
Heterogeneity assessment: bias exploration
In accordance with Cochrane guidelines, 7 risk of bias analysis was performed for all studies included in this review ( Figure 5 ). Overall, a high level of bias was detected, due to the non-randomized, unblinded nature of the majority of the studies. In addition to established bias assessment, a score was also given for each of the following: (1) multicenter trial, (2) propensity matched study and (3) confounder adjustment. No study fulfilled all three of these criteria ( Figure 5 ). Two studies were propensity matched 9,10 and one was corrected for poten- Quality scoring system based on modified Newcastle-Ottawa scale that includes pre-operative echocardiographic findings, clinical baseline and operative characteristics in terms ring size and of numbers of distal anastomoses. tial echocardiographic confounders. 11 Funnel plots were used to assess for publication bias for all primary and secondary outcomes. Very minor funnel plot asymmetry was identified for primary outcome (Figures 2 a - 
Comment
This meta-analysis compares patients with coronary artery disease and moderate to severe cIMR undergoing either RA alone or annuloplasty with adjunctive SVP. Up to date, it is still unclear whether moderate cIMR has to be repaired at the moment of CABG since it may not be associated with clinically meaningful advantage or a higher degree of left ventricular reverse remodeling. 3 There is a general agreement that severe cIMR has to be addressed, but the best surgical strategy, either repair or replacement, has yet to be established. 10 Pathogenesis of cIMR is multifactorial and includes annular dilatation (Carpentier type I), restricted leaflet motion (Carpentier type IIIb) with different degrees of tethering attributable to papillary muscle displacement. 11 In the context of moderate cIMR, the vast majorities of studies compared uniquely RA over CABG, with disputable results and many authors reported evidence of the recurrence of moderate to severe MR at follow-up. 14 Taking into account the complex entity of the mitral valve in itself, continuous left ventricle remodeling and the diverse mechanisms underlying the etiology of cIMR, 4 RA alone may be not be sufficient to guarantee freedom from recurrence, reverse remodeling and clinical benefits. This is particularly true in the case of severe cIMR, where different reports have highlighted an expected more durable correction of mitral regurgitation in the replacement group over RA alone. 3 To overcome this caveat, alternative repair techniques that directly tackle the subvalvular tethering forces, such as PMR, PMA and CC, have been proposed, with significantly better effects over RA alone. 4 Interestingly, all the echocardiographic predictors for late repair failure, such as LVEDD >65 mm, posterior mitral leaflet angle >45°, distal anterior mitral leaflet angle >25°, systolic TA >2.5 cm 2 , CD >10 mm, end-systolic inter-papillary muscle distance >20mm and systolic sphericity index >0.7, have been derived from patients who underwent sole RA with no correction of the sub-valvular displacement forces. 15 This is the first meta-analytic study to demonstrate that adjunctive sub-valvular mitral procedures to RA result in statistically significantly better freedom from MR recurrence, with reduced CD and improvement of LVESD at mid-term follow-up (2.9 years) without increasing immediate surgical risk. Three studies specifically included patients with severe cIMR or the presence of predictors of repair failure as part of the sensitivity analysis. 8,10,11 Borger 12 included patients with severe MR as well; however, data could not be separated from patients with moderate MR, hence, was not included in the sensitivity analysis. Calafiore 9 excluded patients with CD >10 mm who directly underwent replacement with no attempt to repair. A classical restricted annuloplasty, as originally described by Bolling, 1 was not used in the SVP groups, where a moderate downsizing or natural size technique was preferred. This possibly may be a favorable surgical philosophy in line with recent findings that show that RA might be associated with a higher trans-mitral gradient at rest and maximal exercise. However, correlation with functional capacity has yet to be determined. 16 The adjunction of SVP led to statistically significantly prolonged CPB time and XCT. However, that did not increase the mortality rate (Table 3 ). In the surgical community, one of the most common reasons for crossover to CABG alone is the concern about the risk associated with valve repair. 14 In a prospective randomized trial, Smith et al. observed that RA was associated with prolonged CPB and XCT time and a higher rate of stroke than CABG alone. 14 In this meta-analysis, only Langer 11 and Borger 12 reported the incidence of major neurological events that was not statistically different between groups.
This study has limitations. Firstly, the limited number of studies included, although, despite the small number of patients involved, very limited heterogeneity for both primary and secondary outcomes was observed. Secondly, SVP included different techniques (PMR, PMA and CC) that may add intrinsic heterogeneity to the study. Nevertheless, all these procedures have the same rationale to act at the level of the structures below the mitral annulus with the aim to relieve mitral tenting or papillary muscle displacement.
With this study, we conclude that adding SVP to RA in a context of moderate to severe cIMR may be related with a reduced recurrence of late MR with preserved LVESD and reduced CD. However, prolonged CPB and XCT are required. These benefits are evident, even in patients with significant predictors of cIMR valve repair failure. Impact on late survival and functional class needs to be investigated.
